## MATCH SUMMARY

**Stadium:** Terminal 21 Hall  
**City/Country:** Nakhon Ratchasima, Thailand  
**Date:** 18-Jun-19  
**Time:** 1600 hrs  
**Team A:** Melaka United Soccer Association (MAS)  
**Team B:** Myanmar Imperial University FC (MYA)  
**Score:** 2 - 7

### Jsy | Name of Player | G | Y | R
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
1 | SYAHMAN BIN IDRIS (GK) (C) |  |  |  |
5 | MUHAMMAD SYAZWAN ASHRAF BIN MUSA |  |  |  |
10 | MUHAMMAD SAAD BIN SANI | 3’ |  |  |
13 | MUHAMMAD EKMAL BIN SHAHRIN | 39’ |  |  |
15 | MUHAMMAD TARMIZI BIN AB GHAFAF |  |  |  |
3 | AMAR FIKRI BIN HASAN |  |  |  |
4 | TUAH EIZLAN BIN AMINNUDIN |  |  |  |
6 | MUHAMMAD ALIFF DANIAL BIN HASHIM |  |  |  |
7 | KHAIRUL HAZWAN BIN ABD AZIZ |  |  |  |
8 | NAJMI BIN ROSLI | 39’ |  |  |
11 | MUHAMAD ZULKARNAIN BIN SOLONG |  |  |  |
12 | MOHAMAD DANIAL BIN ABDUL DAIN | 39’ |  |  |
14 | MUHAMMAD ERZUAN BIN GAPAR |  |  |  |
19 | MUHAMMAD SHUKRI BIN BAHARI (GK) |  |  |  |

### Substitutes

3 | AMAR FIKRI BIN HASAN |  |  |  |
4 | TUAH EIZLAN BIN AMINNUDIN |  |  |  |
6 | MUHAMMAD ALIFF DANIAL BIN HASHIM |  |  |  |
7 | KHAIRUL HAZWAN BIN ABD AZIZ |  |  |  |
8 | NAJMI BIN ROSLI | 39’ |  |  |
11 | MUHAMAD ZULKARNAIN BIN SOLONG |  |  |  |
12 | MOHAMAD DANIAL BIN ABDUL DAIN | 39’ |  |  |
14 | MUHAMMAD ERZUAN BIN GAPAR |  |  |  |
19 | MUHAMMAD SHUKRI BIN BAHARI (GK) |  |  |  |

### Non-Playing / Injured / Suspended

2 | MOHAMMED ZAHARI BIN ZUBIR |  |  |  |
16 | MUHAMMAD SYAKIR BIN BABA |  |  |  |

### Team Coach

MOHAMAD I’SAH BIN ABD RAHIM  
THAN WUNNA AUNG

### Team Manager

MOHD SAM BIN AHMAD  
ZAW THU MAUNG

### Delegates

- **Referee:** Wahyu Wicaksono (IDN)  
- **2nd Referee:** Huynh Nguyen Thanh (VIE)  
- **3rd Referee:** Luangsri Arj Chonlakarn (THA)  
- **Time Keeper:** Khotseenaphattra Pannada (THA)  
- **Match Commissioner:** Subramanian Manickam (MAS)  
- **Referee Assessor:** Nazrul Anuar Khairuddin (MAS)  
- **General Coordinator:** Smiti (THA) / Chaithawan (THA)  
- **Media Officer:** Rahman (AFF) / Tommy (THA)

**G** = GOAL  
**P** = PENALTY KICK  
**Y** = YELLOW CARD  
**R** = RED CARD  
**O** = NON-PLAYING/INJURED  
**■** = SUSPENDED